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Guitar ensemble arrangements pdf

If you teach or value the include of all music students in your instrumental program on guitar, my guitar ensemble chart will help you provide tools for your students to be musicians. Most of these charts are suitable for large numbers of players (guitar orchestras) or small groups of 2-5 members. Many charts work well with guitar band settings where your
player wants to lock out a bit! These arrangements have been tried and edited to provide accuracy, playability, educational achievements, and enjoyment for audiences and ensemble members. Each placement is downloaded as a full score, separate part, full score mp3 recording and each separate part mp3 recording for students to practice. (Recording is a
real guitar, not a MIDI track.) You can listen to the full score recording below. You get: Full score Full score Each Partmp3 recording of full ensemblemp3 recording of each separate part, digitally delivered when you buy No other publishers offer this kind of value! review Read what others are saying about these arrangements. Kevin Briggs Dip LCM I bought a
guitar ensemble chart from Andrew Hobbler and highly recommended chart quality. Andrew has created a chart that allows students of all levels to join guitar ensembles and feel challenge and success at the same time. With extensive experience as a guitar teacher, Andrew understands the needs of guitar students from beginner level to advanced level.
Andrew is hard to find those with decades of guitar ensemble experience who are offering quality charts at such a great price! The arrangements are listed in alphabetical order. Scroll down for more details and listen to each placement. Buy 21 Guns (Green Day) music notation and TAB $35 music notation edition This famous melodic rock song is arranged
for five guitars (part 5 is an optional easy part), bass and drums, enthuses your students and wants to perform it! Some syncopation in the melody. Guitar 2 is grade 3-4 standard. Some fifth positions to play guitar 3 are grade 2 standard with some accent staccato on a single note. Guitar 4 is a Grade 4-5 standard and requires good code change skills. It is
played in capo in Fret 5 and uses Am F C G and E-code. Guitar 5 is a preliminary standard and an ideal way to introduce newcomers to an already established ensemble. Notes on the first and second strings and simple rhythms are the easier part for beginners to access. Bass is grade 2-3Grade 3 standard. Buy the music notation version This is a complete
ensemble recording. Individual audio parts will be downloaded for free at the time of purchase!        21 Gunful Ensembles.mp3 Buy Amazing Grace (Very Easy) Music Notation or TAB Version $15 Music Notation Edition! As always, you need an accurate count. If the counter melody part proves a little too difficult, you might simply choose to play the 'A'
section. I write to be accessible by writing simple 2 and 3 tone chords, eighth notes and rhythmless melodies. Gtr 1 is a grade 1 standard. Melody measures with many open strings and an eighth note of rhythm. Gtr 2 is a Grade 1 standard. Bass reading. Gtr 3 is a Grade 1 standard. Basic 3-note chords and repeating section counter melody. Purchase a
music notation version! This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase!   Amazing Graceful Ensemble.mp3 Cuban April Sun (arranged by Andrew Hobler) Music Notation or TAB Edition $35A Guitar Ensemble take this iconic Aussie song from the band Dragon! A with the original key of the measure.
121 bpm. For the most part there are cincopations and some percussive elements. Gtr 1 is a grade 4-5 standard. High reading (frets up to the 14th), syncopation eighth sound and strong tone are required. Gtr 2 is a Grade 3 standard. A5 power cord, mandolin style tremolo section with some high triads. The Gtr 3 is a Grade 4-5 standard and plays simple,
accurate code riffs that make this song instantly recognizable. Staccato mute, some barcodes, fast code changes and symcoping. Gtr 4 is grade 3 standard. Some cincopation, strong, confident glissando. Mandolin likes tremolo. Gtr 5 is grade 3 standard. Some symcopation, mandolin tremolo. Bass is grade 2 standard. Drums are grade 2 standard. Some
open hi-hat work and a sense of half-time and a basic rock feeling. This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase!   The Cuban Full Ensemble's April .mp3 (music notation or TAB version) $15 This is a very popular Orary arrangement. Another piece, part of many novice ways books, Aura Lee is
recognized as the melody of Elvis Presley's Love Me Tender. Students love to play this song. Here I am placing it with 3 guitars and c key for bass. (If a bass player is available, you can play it on the keyboard.) Guitar 1 is a Grade 1 standard. Diatonic melody. Guitar 2 is a Grade 2 standard. Mainly the third and fourth strings. Bb and Ab notes onA string is
required. Guitar 3 is a Grade 1 standard. Some bass readings are mainly diatomosis. Bass is grade 1 standard. This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase!  Aura Lee Full Ensemble.mp3 Bockin (composed by Andrew Hobler) (music notation or TAB version) $30 Music notation or TAB version This
swing jazz piece is fun to play and has some tricky sections. It becomes a favorite with members of your ensemble and the audience really enjoys it. Repeats can be omitted to reduce the time that runs at 5:09. Set to 151 bpm, but if players can manage it, this piece can be played up to 190 bpm! 5 guitars and Bass.A drum tracks are provided for practice and
performance purposes. Gtr 1 is a Grade 5-6 standard with symcopation and various positional work. It's best played on an electric guitar to bring out the melody. Every player should be familiar with the swing feeling. The Gtr 2 is a Grade 5-6 standard in several double-top plays. Gtr 3 is a symcopation and grade 4-5 standard. Gtr 4 is a grade 5-6 standard
with players who need a good grasp of the balles code. Gtr 5 is grade 4-5 standard. Bass is grade 4-5 standard. Some tricky reading is required with some cincopation. Buy the music notation version This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase!   Bodpan's full ensemble .mp3 Baby Elephant Walk
(Mancini) (musical notation or TAB version) $30 Baby Elephant Walk' is a Mancini classic. Fun to play in many tricky sections. It becomes a favorite with members of your ensemble and the audience really enjoys it. This is set here with the key of the E major because accidental knowledge is required. It is arranged for 4 guitars, bass and drums. Drum tracks
are provided for practice and playing. Gtr 1 is grade 3 standard with a short 16th note passage. Gtr 2 is a Grade 3 standard, while Low Read Gtr 3 is a Grade 4 standard with low reads and some chord readings. The Gtr 4 is a Grade 3 standard that requires a good sense of rhythm. Bass is grade 2-3 standard. Drums are grade 2 standard. This is a complete
ensemble recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase!   Baby Elephant Walk Full Ensemble .mp3 Free !!! 'Cielito Lindo' (arranged by Andrew Hobbler) I am writing a very simple 8-bar arrangement of this piece for young beginners. Chords of 3 strings C, G, and G7 are played using slash rhythm notation. Includes 1 beat rest and
easy percussive tap. The melody is circled with the string number of each note and written in standard notation with fingers. If you teach two or three students at once, this is a great way to start playing with other students. Repetition is optional. (There is no mp3 available in this one) Critical Mass (by Andrew)And tab edition $30 buy music notation version
This original rock piece is a lot of fun to play and very tricky in places. Four guitars are arranged for bass &amp; drums. The Gtr 1 is grade 3-4 standard with some cincopation and fifth place work. It is played on an electric guitar to allow changes to the overdrive sound marked on the chart, but can be played on acoustics. The Gtr 2 is a grade 2-3 standard
with some basic power codes and easy fifth place reading. The Gtr 3 is the Grade 2 standard with the most reading among staff. Some syncopation. Gtr 4 is a grade 3-4 standard and players need a good grasp of the Am G F C C E Dm Bb code. Bass is grade 2-3 standard. Some cincopations require easy reading. Drums are grade 2-3 standard. This is a
basic rock beat with some written fills and rhythmic shots to match the rest of the ensemble. Buy the music notation version This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase!   This arrangement .mp3 critical mass full ensemble, Danny Boy (Irish traditional) music notation and TAB version $20 purchase
music notation version 3 guitar is moderate difficulty. The rhythm is simple, but requires careful counting. Gtr 1 should have good technique to ensure that the fifth position note played with the fourth finger is safe and lasting. 4 grade standard. Gtr 2 requires powerful reading and selection techniques to access notes that move strings. 3 grade standard. Gtr 3
requires fluent notes to read and play in the register below. 3 grade standard. Bass require legato playing and accidental reading. 2nd grade standard. Buy the music notation version This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase!  Danny Boys Full Ensemble.mp3 Tango of Django (by Andrew Hobler)
music notation or TAB edition available $20 Your audience will love this fun tango! arranged for four guitars. This is a very challenging piece, both rhythmically and technically, but the effort when you hear the finished performance is worth it. Gtr 1 is grade 5-6 standard. Gtr 2 is grade 4-5 standard. Gtr 3 is grade 3-4 standard. Gtr 4 is grade 4 standard. This is
a recording of a full ensemble performance. Complete ensemble recordings and individual parts will be downloaded for free with your purchase. Django's Tangoful Ensemble .mp3 Eclipse (by Andrew Hobler) music notation or TAB edition $30 This original rock ballad is arranged for 5 guitars and bass and is popular with audiences and ensembles. It's the key
to the G major with very simple harmonies. Simple melodies are best played on an electric guitar with only a hint of overdrive. The drum part is recorded for your ensemble to practice and play. Guitar 1 is around grade 4 standard. Solid finger style skills are required, but the chords on the left hand are very simple. Guitar 2Grade 2 standard. You're going to
need some treble, but it's sparse, so you've time to move the fingerboard up and down if you want. Guitar 3 is a Grade 4 standard. You need a smooth song legato sound. A little overdrive will help you keep your notes. Several slides and vibrato are used. Your guitarists can interpret phrases with articulations that they can manage. Guitar 4 is grade 4-5
standard and doublestop 3rds on the B and E strings. Guitar 5 is a grade 3 standard with very simple chords. The ability to strike a 16th rhythm is essential. Bass is grade 2 standard. 1/8 after quarter notes with dots and required accidental reads. These are recordings of complete ensembles playing these arrangements. Complete ensemble recordings and
individual audio parts will be downloaded for free with your purchase!     Eclipse Full Ensemble.mp3 Aine Kleine Nachtomzic (Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart) Music Notation or tab edition $25Mozart's famous Aine Kleine Nachtomjic arranged 5 guitars. This well-known piece is sure to lift your audience and your ensemble will feel they are playing some real
music as well! Gtr 1 is a Grade 2 standard. Eighth note reading and legato performance. Gtr 2 is a Grade 2 standard. Gtr 3 is a Grade 2 standard. Gtr 4 is grade 2 standard. Gtr 5 is grade 2 standard. These are recordings of complete ensembles playing these arrangements. Complete ensemble recordings and individual audio parts will be downloaded for free
with your purchase!     The Aine Kleineful Ensemble .mp3 Eleanor Rigby (by Lennon &amp; McCartney) music notation or TAB edition $35 Eleanor Rigby will be arranged for 5 guitars, drums and bass, which will be a good challenge for your better guitar player. Comes with bass and drum parts. There are a lot of sycopations! Gtr 1 is a Grade 5 standard.
High reading, syncopation and a well-developed fourth finger are required. Gtr 2 is grade 4 -5 standard. It requires sycopation and strong performance. Some high reading. Gtr 3 is grade 3-4 standard. Syncopated. Gtr 4 is grade 3-4 standard. Syncopation and fast cross-picking are required. Gtr 5 is grade 3-4 standard. Cincopation and fast picking. The base
is the third grade standard. Drum 4th grade standard. Eleanor Rigby Full Ensemble .mp3 (musical notation or tablature version) $20'First Noel' is a traditional carol placed here for 4 guitars and is a Grade 2 standard set to the key of G.Guitar 1. Diatonic melodies with dot quarters and occasional eight-tone rhythms. Guitar 2 is a Grade 2 standard. The eighth
note directly harmonized under the melody of the dot quarter and the occasional guitar 1 guitar 3 is grade 2 standard. F# is required for the fourth string. Guitar 4 is grade 1-2 standard. Little bass in a simple rhythm. This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase!     The first Noel full ensemble .mp3
flamenco and(One is a bird!) (Music notation or TAB version) $25 As you might guess, this piece has a Spanish flavor! The proposed mm=116 can of course be modified to suit your group. It's the perfect piece to train an ensemble to see the conductors of rerls, poses and tempos. Rhythms need to be counted carefully as usual. 4 placed for guitar and
(optional) bass. Guitar 1 is grade 2-3 standard. Guitar 2 is a Grade 2-3 standard and requires clear code technology. Guitar 3 is grade 1-2 standard with some high position reading. Guitar 4 is grade 1-2 standard with most music readings under staff. Bass is grade 2 standard. Simple rhythm. This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are
downloaded for free at the time of purchase!     Flamenco and Flamingo Full Ensemble .mp3 Friday on My Mind (Easybeats) (Music Notation or TAB Edition) $35 This iconic Aussie rock song is arranged for five guitars, basses and drums, giving your ensemble's guitarist an important challenge. G.180 bpm key. Gtr 1 is grade 5-6 standard. High-speed cross-
picking of the fifth and octave. 8 note run and chromatism. Gtr 2 is grade 5-6 standard. Very fast code changes. Some high reading. aisle of the eighth note. Gtr 3 is grade 5 -6 standard. Strong rhythmic chord playing is required. Gtr 4 is grade 3 standard. Some high reading. Gtr 5 is grade 3 standard. Bass is grade 3 standard. Drums are grade 3 standard.
Friday's My Mindful Ensemble .mp3 (music notation or TAB edition) $20 old jingle bell (chorus section only) is arranged here for 4 guitars and set to the G key to facilitate chord changes. Guitar 1 is a Grade 2 standard. Diatonic melodies with some dot quarter notes and occasional eighth notes. Guitar 2 is a Grade 1 standard. Many open G and D strings. Dot
quarter and occasional eighth note. Guitar 3 is a Grade 2 standard. You need a smooth and confident code change. Guitar 4 is grade 1-2 standard. Little bass in a simple rhythm. This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase!     This original Argentine tango .mp3 the Jingle Belle full ensemble, music
(by Andrew Hobler) music and TAB notation $30 musical notation will delight and surprise your audience. Challenging pieces that require rhythmic and technical precision. Approximately 4-6 class standard. Buy music notation version! This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts will be downloaded for free at the time of purchase.mp3!is a surf rock
style in which Gtr 1 plays melodies. At 150 bpm all players must have a fairly established technique, which is arranged for 4 guitars, bass and drums on all charts provided. Gtr 1 is grade 4-5 standard. Gtr 2 is grade 4-5 standard. Gtr 3 is grade 3-4 standard. Gtr 4 is grade 4-5 standard. This is a complete ensemble recording, buying a grade 3-4 standard
music notation version for bass and drums. Individual audio parts will be downloaded for free at the time of purchase!       Last Train S full ensemble .mp3 original relaxing bluesy swing tune that purchases the music notation version. With a key of 113 bpm G., care must be taken to maintain a rhythmic and harmonic context. To play this, you need a very
powerful technical player. Some high reading. Guitar 1 grade 4 standard. Some high reading. Relatively easy and rhythmic. Shake 1/8. Guitar 2 Grade 3 standard. Doublestop reading with some basic chords. Guitar 3 Grade 3 Standard. Guitar 4 Grade 3 standard. Your audience will love it as much as your ensemble! Individual audio parts will be downloaded
for free at the time of purchase!       Lazy Count Bassey Hall Ensemble .mp3 Let It Be Music Notation and TAB Edition $15 Let's buy the music notation version It is a beginner and very popular song. Many of them recognize it and it is very easy to play. This very simple arrangement is playable in duo and trio settings. Gtr 1 is a preliminary/grade 1 standard.
Gtr 2 is a grade 1 standard with code. The Gtr 3 is grade 1 standard with some bass readings. This is a complete ensemble recording in the music notation version. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase!     Fernando Sol (music notation or TAB version) $15 Purchase Music notation Make it one of Fernando Sol's many beautiful
classical guitar pieces Full Ensemble .mp3 Moderato in a Minor. Originally written for solo guitar, I added some dynamics to extract parts and make 3 guitar arrangements. This is a very short piece and easily accessible. All players should count carefully to place their notes correctly. MP3 files contain each part between and click tracks that help with the
rhythm aspect. Gtr 1 is a grade 1-2 standard and must use A B and C for the first string and short s collared passages. Gtr 2 is a Grade 2 standard. Simple rhythm. The Gtr 3 is a grade 2 standard for reading some bass. Buy the music notation version This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase!
Moderated in a Minor Full Ensemble.mp3 Beginner Blues (by Andrew Hobler) Musical Notation $20 This original minor blues is fun to introduce students to simple chords and simple strum patterns. The recommended tempo is mm=84, but you can take it faster if you want. GuitarThe Grade 1 standard, which requires basic chords for reading Em A Cmaj7 and
D. notes, is accompanied by simple rhythms and minimal cincopation. Guitar 2 is a Grade 1 standard. Some basic chord knowledge and the ability to play staccato chords is essential for this part. Guitar 3 is the grade 1-2 standard that reads the most notes on the third and fourth strings. Simple rhythm. Drums are grade 1 playing basic rock beats.   Buy the
music notation version This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual audio parts will be downloaded for free at the time of purchase!         Beginner Blues full ensemble.mp3 Vow to joy Very easily music and TAB version $15 Where we buy music notation version without vow to joy?! One of those pieces that appears in the book all the way! Gtr 1 is a
preliminary/grade 1 standard. Gtr 2 is a grade 1 standard with three note codes. Gtr 3 is grade 1 standard with some bass readings and 3 note chords. Buy the music notation version This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase!      Ord to Joy Full Ensemble.mp3 Red River Rockin Music Notation or
TAB Edition $20 This country folk tune is rock treatment here. This piece ensures that you give your students a chance to play with a lot of energy!● Rock 'n' roll style with GTR3 playing melody. At 120 BPM, every player must have a reasonable picking technique. There is a little cincopation. It is arranged for 4 guitars where all charts and scores are
provided. MP3 drum tracks are provided for practice and performance as needed. GTR 1 is grade 2 standard. Bass GTR 2 is grade 2 standard. The powerful picking technology GTR 3 is grade 3 standard. Melody GTR 4 is grade 2 standard. Basic drumming A7, D7 and E7 chords with symcopeation strums. Muted strum with some rest. Buy the music
notation version This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase!    The Red River Rocking Full Ensemble .mp3 Road Hog (Funky, Blues Rock) musical notation or TAB edition $30'Lord Hogs' is an original blues rock piece that provides electric guitar melodies that take advantage of several repetitions
and quarterly step bends, hammers, pull-offs, vibratos, slides and staccatos in the riffs used. It is arranged for 5 guitars and bass. Separate drum tracks are available for rehearsals and performances. This piece quickly becomes a favorite as you learn to keep your ensemble rhythmic together. Gtr 1 is grade 4-5 standard. Best played with electricity in some
overdrive. Some 16th notes and syncopations, but recording helps with this. I only suggest that guitarist playing Gtr 1.Gtr 2 is a Grade 3 standard. The Gtr 3 is a Grade 2 standard with several double tops. Gtr 4 is grade 2-3 standard. Gtr 5 is grade 4 standard. Some 3 Note BarreGrade 2-3. This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are
downloaded for free at the time of purchase!    Lord Hogsful Ensemble .mp3 (music notation or TAB version) C Major's $15'Silent Night' many loved Silent Nights are arranged here for 3 guitars. F major codes have been carefully avoided, but it would be great too if you had players in your ensemble who could play it! Diatonic melody. Guitar 2 is a Grade 2
standard. Rhythm guitar part. Simple rhythms and simple chords. Guitar 3 is a Grade 2 standard. Some bass readings are mainly diatomosis. This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase!     Silent Night Full ensemble.mp3 purchase something music notation and tab $30 music notation available in
both standard and TAB. This arrangement is 5 guitars and Bass.Gtr 1 is grade 3-4 standard. 16th note with some cincopation. Gtr 2 is grade 3-4 standard. Etch notes require an accidental and clear tone. Gtr 3 is grade 2-3 standard. Careful and accurate counting is required. Gtr 4 is grade 3-4 standard. Low reading and the ability to produce clean, clear tones
and low strings are essential. Gtr 5 is grade 4-5 standard. You need a good chord vocabulary and string ability. Some 16th sound rhythms, bass grade 3 standard. Buy the music notation version This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts will be downloaded for free at the time of purchase! something full ensemble.mp3 this simple 3 guitar
arrangement with Somewhere on the Rainbow music notation and tab version $15G key requires some legato skills to melody. Gtr 3 includes a semi-shiver reading of the rhythm. Harmony is simplified, but requires a strong Bm code. Gtr 1 is a Grade 2 standard. Gtr 2 is a Grade 2 standard. Gtr 3 is grade 3-4 standard. It requires a solid rhythmic
performance. This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase.mp3! Guitar 1 is around grade 3 standards. A high B is required. Guitar 2 is around grade 2 standard. Some color notes and accidental reading ability are required. Guitar 3 is grade 2-3 standard. Medium to low reading guitar 4 is grade 3-4
standard. A solid rhythmic performance is required so that independent parts bring harmony. Buy the music notation version This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase.mp3! Arranged for guitar. With the key of C.] TabAvailable too. Gtr 1 fluency and accuracy reads and plays the eighth note. Read
in first place. Grade 3 standard. Gtr 2 first position reading. Grade 2 - 3 standard. Gtr 3 1st place reading. Grade 2-3 standard. Gtr 4 low reading some cyncopation. Grade 3-4 standard. Gtr 5 read several high positions.Grade 4-5 standard. Gtr 6 low read. Mostly simple rhythms. Grade 2-3 standard. This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts will
be downloaded for free at the time of purchase.mp3! It is arranged for three guitars. It's a rhythmic and technically tricky piece, but encourages your ensemble to take on the challenge. Gtr 1 grade 3-4 standard Gtr 2 grade 3 standard Gtr 3 is grade 3 standard This is a full ensemble recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase!



Theme .mp3 and TAB combinations from opus 102 full ensembles $3 This warm-up is at the key to G and is great as a simple ensemble warm-up. This allows students to get into rehearsals and focus on fingers and simple rhythms. You don't need audio files, so buy a full score and three parts. Only $3.00! Warm Up 2 in Aminor music notation or TAB edition
$3 This warm-up is at the key of harmonic miners and is great as another simple ensemble warm-up. This allows students to get into rehearsals and focus on fingers and simple rhythms. You don't need audio files, so buy a full score and three parts. Notation and tablature version ''warm-up 3' in D major (music notation and TAB version) $3D Measure 3 is a
short 16 bar piece designed to play your ensemble together. It has some simple rhythmic and melodic patterns and easy chords and strums. The passage and fluency of the eighth note, the addition of great chords in Gtr 1 and Gtr 2. helps students find the elusive G# of the third string and provides some relief from the purely diatonic nature of the work. You
need to prove that the C2 code on bar 8 is simple enough. The melody and harmony pieces are slightly cincopened with several ties throughout the beat. All parts are from 1st to 2nd grade. As always, counting is essential and the use of metronomes should help those who struggle with this. This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are
downloaded for free at the time of purchase!     D full ensemble warm-up 3 key.mp3 Water is wide traditional music notation and TAB edition $20 musical notation version This beautiful Irish folk song is arranged for 3 guitars and bass and is always popular with audiences and ensembles. This is a great piece to play in the middle of the program. Guitar 1
isGrade 2 standard. High A is required. Guitar 2 is around grade 2 standard. Some color notes and accidental reading ability are required. Guitar 3 is grade 2-3 standard. Some simple chord readings should be accidental. Bass is grade 2 standard. 1/8 after quarter notes with dots and required accidental reads. Buy the music notation version This is a
complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase! Water is a wide full ensemble.mp3 'We wish you a Merry Christmas' (music notation or TAB version) $20' We wish you a Merry Christmas' with a CA Christmas favorite! Placed on 4 guitars and C keys. If your student is struggling to keep the eighth note of time, it
can play slowly. Of course, you can choose the number of repetitions you want. The recording is played only once and take the fourth ending. This is a great arrangement for your students to see and see the conductors of the last four bars. Gtr 1 is grade 2-3 standard. The eighth note will require some picking practice to smooth them out. Gtr 2 is grade 1-2
standard. A G# note about the third string that is required. Gtr 3 is a Grade 2 standard. Bass reading and legato playing. Gtr 4 is grade 2 standard. Bass reading. This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase!     We wish you a Merry Christmas full ensemble.mp3 When the Saints March (Trad.) Very
easy (notation only) buy a $20 music notation version! Give your young beginner the thrill of playing in a group! They can also perform together as a duo of Gtr1 and Gtr 3. Gtr 1 plays melodies. Preliminary/Grade 1 standard. Gtr 2 is a preliminary/grade 1 standard. Lots of open string notes. Gtr 3 uses the chords of G, C and D played with a very simple strum.
Grade 1 standard. Gtr 4 is a preliminary/grade 1 standard and mainly uses open strings. Buy the music notation version! Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase!    When saints go marching in full ensemble.mp3 Winds sweep (Be Andrew Hobbler) Music notation or TAB $25 Music notation or TAB $25 Buy music notation This beautiful
original song of 3/4 emphasizes the sound of a guitar orchestra and is arranged for 5 guitars. Gtr 1 is grade 3-4 standard. A high reading is required. The melody's recurring motifs are rhythmic and easy to read. Gtr 2 is a Grade 3 standard. The use of the fourth finger is very noticeable in the B section. Gtr 3 is a Grade 2 standard. Gtr 4 is grade 3-4 standard.
Good picking techniques and bass reading are essential for this part to play smoothly. Grade 5 is grade 2-3 standard. Some simpleBut with a quick chord change. Buy the music notation version This is a complete ensemble recording. Individual parts will be downloaded for free at the time of purchase! Wind's Sweep Full Ensemble.mp3 Worry Man Blues
Music Notation or TAB Edition $25 This Radional Blues Rock piece is a lot of fun to play and gives those avid strammers some work to do! Gtr 1 is a Grade 3 standard with some extended finger-pointing on the first string. The Gtr 2 is a Grade 3 standard with some extended finger pointing. Gtr 3 is a Grade 3-4 standard with cords and stmming. It is important
to follow the written rhythm with caution. G C C7 Dsus4 B7 Mcode required. Gtr 4 is a Grade 3 standard with players who need a good tone in the doublestop. Bass is grade 3 standard. Strong and fluent performance is required. I always recommend playing this on a drum backing track (offered for free with your purchase!) this is a complete ensemble
recording. Individual parts are downloaded for free at the time of purchase!     Worry Man Bluesful Ensemble .mp3 Ensemble.mp3
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